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Abstract� Sensors are the most usual source of information in many
automatic systems such as automatic control� diagnosis� monitoring� etc�
These computerised systems utilise di�erent models of the process be�
ing served which usually� assume the value of the variables as a correct
reading from the sensors� Unfortunately� sensors are prone to failures�
This article proposes a layered approach to the use of sensor information
where the lowest layer validates sensors and provides the information
to the higher layers that model the process� The proposed mechanism
utilises belief networks as the framework for failure detection� and uses a
property based on the Markov blanket to isolate the faulty sensors from
the apparently faulty sensors� Additionally� an any time version of the
sensor validation algorithm is presented and the approach is tested on
the validation of temperature sensors in a gas turbine of a power plant�

Keywords� Uncertainty� Belief networks� sensor validation�

� INTRODUCTION

Current applications of arti�cial intelligence �AI� in real domains include dif�
ferent functions like automation and process control� diagnosis� monitoring etc�
However� these applications require an overall process model where usually� its
inputs are mainly sensors� In general� all possible functions of a computerised sys�
tem require the use of reliable information in order to take the right decisions�
This article proposes a mechanism for intelligent� real time sensor validation
which can be utilized as a separate module that works together with other func�
tions in industrial plants� In other words� it is assumed that a layered scheme is
used in which the lowest level concentrates on validating the signals transmit�
ted by sensors as presented in Fig� � ��	
� Faults are detected in a decentralised
and hierarchical approach� so they can be easily isolated and repaired� Addition�
ally� suppose that the higher layers of the system represent other important and
critical functions� e�g�� the fault diagnosis of a nuclear plant� The intermediate
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Fig� �� Layered diagnosis architecture�

layer �loop diagnosis� may be using model�based reasoning to diagnose a control
loop in the plant� whereas the system diagnosis layer may be utilizing a di�erent
approach� Irrespective of the approach used by the diagnosis layer� it needs to
assume that the information it utilizes is accurate� This is the goal of the pro�
posed mechanism� to provide reliable information from sensors to higher layers
of a system�

This article is organized as follows� Section 	 describes the proposed sensor
model and also� summarizes related work on sensor validation� Section  de�
scribes the architecture of the proposed model and describes the probabilistic
reasoning model for fault detection� Section � presents an any time extension
of the validation algorithm more suitable for a real time environment� Section �
presents the results of applying the approach to a gas turbine of the Gomez
Palacio power plant in M�exico� Finally� section � gives the conclusions and fu�
ture work�

� THE SENSOR AND PROCESS MODELS

The input of a sensor is the value Vs which is considered unknown and inaccess�
ible� and the output is the measurement Vm �Fig� 	�� A sensor is declared faulty

if the output measurement Vm gives an incorrect representation of the Vs ��	
�
A detection of a fault is made when the output of the sensor Vm exceeds some
threshold� or a non permitted deviation from a characteristic trend� But� what
exactly is a characteristic trend�

This question is being answered di�erently by many investigators� However�
in all the approaches� the central idea is to estimate the value that a sensor must
deliver based on its environment� Some examples of these environments are the
following�
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� history of a single signal in time�

� history of the state of the process in time�

� state of all related signals at a speci�c time

This estimation process is what makes the various validation approaches dif�
ferent� Speci�cally� this project uses probabilistic methods for estimation based
on all the related signals at speci�c time instants�

As an aid to relating these di�erent approaches� the rest of the paper will
use the following terminology�

variable state �Vs�� this refers to the measurand� i�e�� the input to the sensor�
This is the physical parameter being measured�

variable measure �Vm�� this refers to the measurement� i�e�� the output of the
sensor� This is a numerical representation of the physical parameter state�

variable estimated �Ve�� this refers to the estimated value of the variable�

sensor state �S�� this refers to the condition of the sensor� This parameter has
one of the binary values fcorrect� faultyg�

Based on these de�nitions� Fig�  shows some simpli�ed models that can be
used to represent sensor information in a physical process� These models are
dependency models indicating causality� In �a�� either the variable state causes

the variable measure�or Vm depends on the value of Vs� This is the most obvious
and basic model of a single sensor� Figure �b� shows a model including three
nodes� the measure Vm depends on the variable state Vs and on the sensor
state S� i�e�� Vm displays a realistic representation of the variable state if the
sensor is working properly �S � correct�� Finally� since Vs is unknown and
inaccessible� it is replaced with its estimation Ve in Fig� �c�� Here� the inference
on the sensor state S is dependant on the measure and the estimation� In fact�
Fig� �c� represents the goal of this project� namely to obtain the state of the
sensor based on the reading and the estimated value� In other words� this model
makes explicit the conditional probability of a fault in a sensor� given the measure
and the estimation� i�e�� P �S j Vm� Ve� ��� where � represents previous knowledge
about the sensor� For example� � might represent the mean time between failures
reported by the manufacturer� the physical location of the sensor in the plant�
time between the last maintenance� etc�
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Fig� �� Basic model of a sensor performance� �a represents that Vm depends on Vs�
�b represents an enhanced model where Vm depends on Vs and the state of the sensor
S� �c displays the proposed basic approach� namely� S can be inferred with the values
of the measure and the estimated real value�

��� Related work on sensor validation

Since digital computers have been accepted in industrial and specially in critical
applications� the validation of sensors has been a concern for manufacturers
and users� Several approaches have been proposed to detect inconsistencies in
measures� The literature reports various survey papers from di�erent application
domains �e�g� ��
� ��	
�� Recent work on this area includes the SEVA project ��

and the TIGER project ��
� The SEVA project concentrates on the design of
self validating sensors using emerging techniques from digital communications
for �eld devices� Based on microprocessors� sensors are able to detect their own
failures and report the uncertainty or quality measure of their own readings�
The TIGER project utilizes model�based reasoning� i�e�� the system possesses a
mathematical model of the process and runs a simulator in order to compare the
observed output with the one estimated by the simulator� Its main function is
the monitoring of the complete gas turbine� including all its parts and processes�

This article concentrates only on sensor validation utilizing probabilistic
methods� Approaches proposed by Dean �
 and Horvitz ��
 also have a sim�
ilar focus and are summarized below�

The approach proposed by Dean presents a probabilistic model for estimat�
ing the current value of a sensor based on previous states of all sensors in the
system� This approach utilises knowledge about sensor errors in terms of condi�
tional probabilities� If x represents the system state vector� and z represents the
measurement vector� then Dean represents knowledge about the performance
of the sensors that produced z as a conditional probability density function�
p�x�k� j z���� � � � � z�k��� indicating the probability that x is the true state of
the system given that z has been observed at time k� This� represented graphic�
ally at a certain instant of time in the scalar case� corresponds to the simpli�ed
model of Fig� �a�� Dean assumed that the estimated value can be determined by
the mean of the conditional probability density function which has white Gaus�

sian noise� However� this assumption is made in order to make the computation



tractable even if it may not hold in the real environment�
Horvitz and co�workers described the utilisation of Belief networks for the

diagnosis of gas turbines for an auxiliary power unit of a commercial aircraft�
They aimed to model the whole process by using a belief network that includes
sensor validation as well as the fault diagnosis process� Further� the sensor val�
idation parts of the belief network utilizes a mixture of the di�erent validation
models outlined in Fig� � For example� in a fragment of their model� they rep�
resent three instances where sensors play a role� Figure � presents these cases�
In �a�� they utilise directly the value Vm as the unique source of information�
In �b�� they use a simpli�ed model where Vs and S cause Vm �i�e�� the model
in Fig� �b��� Finally� in Fig� ��c� they use a sensor state S that must obtain its
value �fcorrect� falseg� from another source �human or computerised��
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Fig� �� Three di�erent uses of sensor related nodes in a overall process model� In �a�
the measure is utilized by the model assuming it is correct� �b Vm depends on Vs and
the state of the sensor S� In �c� the measure provided by the sensor depends only on
its state�

Such an approach can be appropriate when it is not necessary to validate all
the sensors with the same reliability� However� the inclusion of di�erent sensor
validation models within the full diagnosis model can result in a larger and
more complex network� Hence� this article proposes a layered approach that �rst
concentrates on sensor validation and then� on the fault diagnosis process�

��� Proposed Approach

Consider a system whose inputs are sensors� Utilising a simpli�ed model of a
sensor shown in Fig� �c�� this paper proposes a general model which separates

the sensor validation mechanism and the process diagnosis mechanism �or con�
trolling� or monitoring etc�� as shown in Fig� ��

The signals are validated in the �rst module� utilizing a sensor validation
model proposed in section � It transmits the same signal Vm but produces a
signal S which indicates the degree of belief in the measurements to the process
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Fig� �� General proposed model for sensor validation�

model layer �see Fig� �c�
� Then� this overall model may decide how and whether
to utilize the sensor reading� Also� the overall model may decide if the failure is in
the sensor itself� or there exists a problem in the process� Then� this corresponds
to a higher level of reasoning� The next section explains the sensor validation
model�

� PROBABILISTIC SENSOR VALIDATION

The probabilistic sensor validationmodel utilizes belief networks� Belief networks
are directed acyclic graphs �DAG� whose structure corresponds to the depend�
ency relations of the set of variables represented in the model ���
� The nodes
in this application represent the measures while the arcs represent the condi�
tional probabilities between nodes� The structure of the network makes explicit
the dependence and independence relations between the variables� The nodes
generally represent discrete variables although recent work on belief networks
proposes continuous representations of variables when the application requires it
��
� Alternatively� continuous variables can be discretized into some intervals ac�
cording to the precision required and depending on the computational cost that
is acceptable� In the current implementation� discretization is done by simply
dividing the range into �� intervals although more sophisticated approaches are
available ��
�

The validation algorithm considers every sensor as suspicious and obtains�
one by one� the estimated value Ve of each sensor using probability propagation
based on its most related variables� In belief networks� the most related variables
consist of a Markov blanket of a node� A Markov blanket is de�ned as the set
of variables that makes a variable independent from the others� For example�
Fig� � shows a reduced� simpli�ed model of a gas turbine where m represents
the readings of the megawatts generated� t represents the temperature� p the
pressure� g and a represent the gas and air supplied for the combustion respect�
ively� Then� the Markov blanket of m is formed by its children t and p� and the
Markov blanket of t is formed by its parent m and its children g and a� Utilizing



these concepts� if a fault exists in one of the sensors� it will be revealed in all the
sensors in its Markov blanket� On the contrary� if a fault exists outside a sensor�s
Markov blanket� it will not a�ect the estimation Ve of that sensor� Then� the
Markov blanket of a sensor acts as its protection against others faults� and also
protects others from its own failure ��
�
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Fig� �� A reduced Bayesian network of a turbine�

Figure � describes the complete process for discriminating faulty and correct
sensors� The sensors block represents a list with all sensors to be validated�
These are processed one by one by the validation module utilizing the following
algorithm�

�� Read the value of the variable provided by the sensor�

	� Read the value of all variables that appear in the Markov blanket of the
selected variable�

� Propagate the probabilities and obtain the posterior probability distribution
for the selected variable�

�� If the probability �obtained in � of the value acquired in step � is lower than
a speci�ed value �described below�� return failure� else return success

The result of the validation module consists of a posterior probability distri�
bution as shown in Fig� �� Then� an error is detected if the di�erence between
the real value read and the highest probability interval�s value exceeds some
threshold�

This algorithm provides the two lists of the potential level shown in Fig� ��
i�e�� the apparently correct and the apparently faulty sensors� Then� the prob�
abilistic reasoning can only tell if a sensor has a potential �real or apparent�
fault� but� without considering other sensors� it can not tell if the fault is real
or apparent� Thus� the next step is to distinguish between real and apparent
faults� considering that one or more sensors may fail at the same time� This is
performed by the fault isolation module described next�
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Fig� �� Block diagram of the proposed mechanism for sensor validation�
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Fig� �� Description of some possible results� The arrows indicate the interval of the
real value of a sensor� �a shows a narrow distribution where the real value coincides
with the estimated� �b shows a wider probability distribution where the real value has
a low probability to be correct�

� ANY TIME FAULT ISOLATION

The presence of a faulty sensor causes a constrained area of manifestation which
forms a context� This constrained area is called the extended Markov blanket

�EMB� of a variable� It is formed by the Markov blanket of a variable plus the
variable itself� For example� in Fig� � the EMB of m is the set fm� t� pg� while
the EMB of t is formed by fm� t� g� ag�

Suppose that there is a failure in t� and the sensors are validated following



the order m� t� p� g� a� First� since t provides a wrong reading� the validation
of m will report a potential fault� Then� the validation of t will also report a
fault� Next� p will be validated as correct� and �nally� the validation of g and a

will report potential faults� At the end of the cycle� the potential fault list will
contain the sensors fm� t� g� ag� This corresponds exactly with t�s EMB� In other
words� a sensor�s Markov blanket acts like a signature that it exhibits when it is
faulty ��
�

This property can be used to formulate a sensor validation procedure which
works in batch mode where all the sensors are examined and a faulty sensor
identi�ed� In real time applications� it is sometimes better to have some answers
instead of waiting for the most accurate answer which may be too late� This
problem has been addressed by a number of authors by using the concept of
any time algorithms �	
� This property of an algorithm implies an incremental
quality of the response with respect to time� In the sensor validation problem� the
quality of the response consists of the number of sensors considered potentially
correct and faulty�

An any time version of the sensor validation approach can be based on the
following observations� If a sensor is found to be apparently faulty� then the
Markov blanket property implies that there must be a faulty sensor in its EMB�
However� if a sensor is apparently correct� there is no guarantee that all the
sensors in its EMB are correct� Nevertheless� one would expect that most of the
time� sensors in its EMB will also be correct� Hence� this information and the
size of the Markov blanket can be used to rank the order in which the sensors
are examined and leads to the following any time sensor validation algorithm�

�� Let S be a list of sensors to be validated� C be a list of validated sensors
initialized to the empty list� F be a list of faulty sensors initialized to the
empty list� PC and PF be lists of potentially correct and potentially faulty
sensors initialized to empty lists� but where sensors that have already been
tested are marked with an asterisk�

	� Select the �rst sensor si from S�
� While S is not empty� PC and PF have sensors not yet tested do

� apply the validation module on si �as given in section �
� if si is correct�

� then �move si to C� move all the sensors in its Markov blanket to
PC
�

� else move all sensors in its EMB to PF �
� if the tested sensors in PF corresponds to the EMB of a sensor� then
move that sensor to F and its MB to PC �since one can expect that
their failure was due to the isolated fault��

� select the next sensor� if PF has untested sensors then select it from
PF � otherwise if S is not empty then select it from S� otherwise if PC
has untested sensors then select it from PC�

To illustrate the algorithm� consider the model of Fig� �� The upper part of
Table � shows the operation of the algorithm when there are no failures� and the



lower part shows a situation when the sensor g is faulty� In the table� the �nal
column gives a tuple that indicates the number of faulty sensors� the number of
correct sensors� and the potentially faulty and correct sensors� This tuple can
be viewed as a measure of the quality of the response provided by the any time
algorithm at the end of each cycle� The manner in which this information is
utilized will depend on the higher layer that may be application dependent� For
example� a typical quality function Q may take the following form�

Q�F�C� PF� PC� � �F � �C � �PF � �PC ���

where �� �� �� � are weights given to the number of sensors in each of the lists
F�C� PF� PC� Suppose for presentation purposes� ��� �� �� �� � �������	�	�� then
Fig � gives a graphical representation of the assigned quality of the response
against time for the examples in Table �� This is known as the performance
pro�le of the system�

Table �� Example of the algorithm of the model of Fig� �� Rows represent steps of
validation whereas columns represent the content of the di�erent lists�

validate result S C PC F PF Q
�t�m�p�g�a� �� �� �� �� �
�
�
�
 � 


t OK �p� �t� �m�g� a� �� �� �
���
�� � ��
p OK �� �t� p� �m�g� a� �� �� �
�	�
�� � 	�
m OK �� �t� p�m� �g� a� �� �� �
���
�	 � ��
g OK �� �t� p�m� g� �a� �� �� �
���
�� � �	
a OK �� �t� p�m� g� a� �� �� �� �
���
�
 � �


�t�m�p�g�a� �� �� �� �� �
�
�
�
 � 

t Fault �p� �� �� �� �m�g� a� t�� �
�
���
 � �
m OK �� �m� �t�� p� �� �g� a� t�� �
�����	 � 	

g Fault �� �m� �t�� p� �� �a� t�� g�� �
�����	 � 	

a OK �� �m�a� �t�� p� �� �t�� g�� �
�	�	�	 � 	�
g is isolated �� �m�a� �t�� p� �g� �� ���	�
�	 � ��
p OK �� �m�a� p� �t�� �g� �� �����
�� � �	

� THE CASE STUDY� A GAS TURBINE

The techniques presented in this paper are being applied to the validation of�
temperature sensors in a gas turbine of a combined cycle power plant� The tem�
perature is the most important parameter in the operation of a turbine since the
optimal performance requires the operation at the maximum permitted values�
However� a little increase in the temperature� over a permitted value� may cause
severe damage� For this reason� the above sensor validation process is executed
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Fig� 	� Performance pro�le of the examples� �a without failure� �b with a failure
simulated in sensor g�

over the set of temperature sensors across the turbine� The sensors were grouped
into several measurements categories as follows�

� � beadings �CH� � CH��

� � disk cavities �CA� � CA��

� � cavity air cooling �AEF�

� 	 exciter air �AX� � AX	�

�  blade path �EM� � EM�

� 	 lub oil �AL� � AL	�

A dependency model for these temperatures was obtained utilizing an auto�
matic learning program which� based on data� produces the optimal tree ���
�
In total� the data set has 	� variables and ��� instances of the readings� These
readings were taken during the start up phase of the plant� The 	� variables
are continuous and were discretized for building the model� and for performing
probability propagation� Figure �� shows the probabilistic tree obtained with
this data set� A tree was chosen since the inference algorithm for obtaining the
posterior probabilities is faster since it depends only on the depth of the tree
���
�

Notice that the dependencies can be explained as the heat propagation from
the centre of the turbine �CH�� to the extremes� CH� is the measure of the
beading temperature which is closer to the combustion chamber� and can be
modelled as the tree�s root� i�e�� the variable which causes the other variable�s
heating� This explanation is intuitive since� based on this data set� it is very
di�cult for an expert to modify it according to his experience� or to include
other variables that could represent other aspects of the process�

There are two sets of experiments that are of interest in this case study�
First� the overall sensor validation algorithm needs to be evaluated� and second�
the performance pro�le of the any time algorithm needs to be determined for
this application� Some initial experiments have been conducted to evaluate the
validation algorithm and the results are described in the following subsection�
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Fig� �
� Belief network of the temperature sensors in a gas turbine of a power plant�

The experiments to determine the performance pro�le are incomplete at the time
of writing but will be available prior to the conference�

��� Evaluation of the sensor validation algorithm

This section presents the experimental results obtained when the algorithm is
applied to the validation of the temperature sensors� The experiments were car�
ried out in two parts� �i� to check its operation when there are no faults� and �ii�
to check its operation when there is a simulated failure�

Table 	 shows the posterior probabilities of several intervals for some vari�
ables �only � intervals are shown� the other ones have zero probability�� The
interval of the variable�s actual value �Vm as de�ned in section 	� is underlined�

Table �� Posterior probabilities per variable per interval� with no faults�
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The results of a simulated fault in CH� are indicated in Table � Notice
that all actual values are in intervals where the posterior probabilities are zero�
That is� in all cases� the real value of the readings has �� probability of being
correct� For example� the line for the CH� results shows that the real value�



which corresponds to the �rst interval� has �� probability�However� the posterior
probability distribution shows that the correct value has a ��� probability of
being in the �fth interval� and a ��� in the sixth� The results shown in the table
are the sensors that constitute the CH��s EMB� The fault simulated was the
reading of CH� with its maximum value when the correct value is close to its
minimum�

Table �� Posterior probabilities per variable per interval� with a simulated fault�
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These results show that� �i� in the fault free results� the real value coincides
always with a highest probability interval� �ii� in the simulated fault results� the
real value indicates a zero probability in and only in all the variables of the faulty
sensor�s EMB� However� these results are based on simulated faults on just one
sensor�

� CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This article has presented a layered approach to sensor validation� In comparison
to other approaches� such as that of Horvitz ��
� the main bene�t of using a
layered approach is that it enables the construction of models in a modular
fashion� That is� it is easier to construct a model for sensor validation and then
a model for the process than it is to construct an overall model in one step� This
separation of the sensor validation layer can also result in simpler higher layer
models and leave the higher layers to utilize other AI techniques�

The lowest layer� that of sensor validation� is based on the use of Bayesian
networks� A Bayesian network is used to de�ne the relationships between vari�
ables and to estimate the expected value of a sensor� The expected value is then
compared with the actual reading obtained� If these measures di�er then a faulty
sensor is suspected� A faulty sensor is then distinguished from apparently faulty
sensors by the use of a property based on the Markov blanket�

An any time version of the validation algorithm� that improves the quality of
its answer incrementally� has also been presented� This any time algorithm uses
the expected outcomes of a sensor together with the Markov property as a basis
for ranking the order in which sensors are tested�



The approach has been implemented and is being tested on the validation of
temperature sensors in a gas turbine of a combined cycle power plant� Some pre�
liminary experimental results have been presented and suggest that the approach
is promising�

In addition to further experiments� future research will attempt to use the
approach on di�erent application domains�
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